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Love Coach Shares Life-Changing Ways To Reverse
Relationship Crisis
By: PRI News

Life and Relationship Coach Dylan Thrasher unleashes on the current "Relationship
Crisis" hitting the nation and commits to providing the coaching necessary to
reverse it.

San Diego, CA - Expert Life and Relationship Coach Dylan Thrasher is making new waves
with this life-changing approaches to healing relationships. "Our society mocks healthy
relationships," Mr. Thrasher said to a crowd recently. Between his personal coaching
sessions, book writing and interviews, he speaks for groups and events aimed at healing
relationships.

"People are a strange breed, behaving in ways that they know deep inside will hurt their
future chances of happiness, out of fear, past hurts and negative peer influences," says the
Life Coach / Relationship Coach. He says his mission stems partly from the frustration of
seeing prior generations' dreams of love, marriage and family no longer even registering in
the psyche of today's youth, growing up without any positive role models in situations
where parents are typically divorced, and older siblings often bouncing around in casual
relationships. "I wanted to spend time helping solve the problem, rather than complain
about it endlessly," he says, "romance is not simply dead, it has been neglected and is not
even being given a chance to breath."

Using a combination of his book, 'How to Find and Create Lasting Love,' along with
intensive personal coaching sessions, Dylan Thrasher hopes to bring back virtue, honor,
respect, commitment, passion, true happiness, and the feeling of having it all. "There is
nothing, bar none, that gives one the strength, the courage, the capacity to achieve, the
fulfillment, and the peace in your heart that real and genuine love does. I want to take
away the barriers to love that people put up in front of themselves," he says.

His coaching sessions are priced affordably, and there is a free introductory session he is
providing on his website, www.DylanThrasher.com, as well. He comes with a warning
though, that being that he is not as (falsely) nice as other coaches, and employs a hardline,
'brutal truth' approach to moving people through the steps they need to get through as
quickly as possible.

"Many dating/relationship/love coaches out there charge exorbitant fees in the thousands
to take advantage of people in their darkest times," he says. "I have a different philosophy. I
choose to help people in the most effective, practical and reasonable manner that is
affordable. I will help you as a dating coach, relationship coach or a marriage coach,
whatever your scenario may be, and aim to get you the relationship you want or out of the
relationship you don't want, faster than anyone else."
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About Dylan Thrasher

Dylan Thrasher specializes in the anthropological and sociological dynamics of people, life,
dating and relationships. His extensive work in human behavior has helped thousands of
men and women better their lives, attract the right partners, repair and improve the
relationships they keep and learn when it is time to walk away. Dylan focuses all his
solutions on internal strength, willpower and actions to achieve exactly the life you deserve
to live, as he delivers the path to clients in his trademark, no-nonsense brutal truth manner.

For more information or to setup interviews, speaking engagements, etc. please contact:

Thrasher Coaching Group, Inc.
858-225-4822
Dylan@DylanThrasher.com
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